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Abstract Several groups are developing different versions
of a new class of leadless, permanently implanted electronic
devices with a size and form factor that allows them to be
injected into muscles (BIONsTM). Their circuitry is protected
from body fluids by thin-walled hermetic capsules made
from rigid and brittle materials (glass or ceramic) that include
feedthroughs to their electrodes. These packages experience
repetitive stresses from the very contractions that they excite.
We here provide a worst-case analysis of such stresses and
methods for testing and validation of devices intended for
such usage, along with the failure analysis and remediation
strategy for a design that experienced unanticipated failures
in vivo.
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Introduction

Several groups are developing different versions of a new
class of leadless implanted electronic devices with a size
and form factor that allows them to be injected into muscles
(BIONsTM). Currently available versions generate electri-
cal stimulation pulses to activate the terminal branches of
motor neurons and thereby to generate controlled muscle
contraction (Cameron et al., 1997; Loeb et al., 1991, 2006).
Other versions under development aim to incorporate various
bioelectrical and mechanical sensing modalities in order to
support closed-loop control of functional limb movements
(Loeb et al., 2001; Arcos et al., 2002). The sophisticated
electronic circuitry in a BION is protected from the saline
body fluids by housing it in a hermetically sealed capsule
made from a rigid, water-impermeable material (glass or ce-
ramic) with integral electrodes mounted at its ends. These
capsules are intended to be left permanently implanted in
muscles, where they will be subjected to repetitive mechan-
ical stress from the muscle contractions that they elicit and
to occasional, indirect mechanical stress from impact with
external objects. Previous research in animals and human
subjects has demonstrated that such implanted capsules are
rapidly anchored by a thin ( ∼ 100 µm), nonreactive tissue
encapsulation composed primarily of collagen that is con-
tiguous with the endomysial connective tissue of the muscle
(Cameron et al., 1998). This prevents migration (Fitzpatrick
et al., 1997) and results in stable thresholds for recruitment of
muscle contractions (Dupont-Salter et al., 2004; Loeb et al.,
2006).

In order to set specifications and verification methods
regarding these novel functional requirements, it is neces-
sary to quantify the worst-case loading patterns expected
over the life of the implant. Because this is a new class of
biomedical device with unusual form factor and materials,
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Fig. 1 Analysis of failure
mode. (A)–(B) X-rays in two
wrist postures showing two
adjacent, broken implants; taken
∼ 18 months post failure and
essentially unchanged from
initial X-rays at ∼ 2 months
post failure. Ta electrodes are
detached from the rest of the
glass capsules still holding the
electronic subassemblies and Ir
electrodes together. Both
capsules shift longitudinally and
one flips end-over-end (curved
arrow) as extensor muscles are
stretched. (C) BION implant
package with labels for main
components visible in X-ray.
(D) Photoelastic stress
measurements in glass showing
stress riser (bright yellow spot at
end of red arrow) on the
compression side of the bent Ta
stem. (E) Cracks in glass bead
(red arrows) initiated by stress
risers induced by bending Ta
stem back and forth

there is essentially no guidance from prior art except for
flexible intramuscular electrodes and leads (Memberg et al.,
1993). This report is motivated by unanticipated failures
encountered during pilot clinical studies (see Fig. 1(A)
and (B)). We start with the original analysis of mechanical
requirements and the clinical experience that revealed it to
be inadequate, followed by the identification of the failure
mechanism leading to a revised analysis of mechanical
requirements. We conclude with the design change to rem-
edy the problem and its validation through accelerated life
testing. The data presented here were all obtained using glass
encapsulated BIONs (Fig. 1(C)) (Loeb et al., 2001), but the
analysis applies generally to elongated, rigid intramuscular
implants.

Mechanical strength analysis

The initial package specification, design and testing were
focused on the ability of the implants to withstand impacts
such as during a fall or motor vehicle accident. The thin-
walled tubular capsule is formed from glass capillary tubing,
a material that is strong (particularly in compression) but
brittle. The glass capillary material used in the failed devices
and those tested for impact (see below) had a wall thick-
ness of 0.1375 mm, which was increased to 0.175 mm for
the revised package described in the rest of this report. The
elongated shape suggested that the package would be most
vulnerable to bending stress, so we determined the breaking
loads for such sealed-end capsules in a three-point bending
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Fig. 2 Original mechanical testing. Peak dynamic bending forces recorded by instrumented glass capsules positioned in muscle and subjected to
various impacts as described in text

configuration with padded contact points to avoid stress ris-
ers. Capsules ranging from 11 to 15 mm (measured to the
support points at the beginning of the hemispherical ends)
had breaking strengths of 35 to 20 N, respectively.

We affixed a pair of strain gauges (BLH 350 � on poly-
imide backing) to the external walls of the glass capsules
and calibrated them with known forces in the three-point
bending apparatus. This allowed us to measure the bend-
ing forces that occurred dynamically in simulated collisions
(similar to ASTM F355-95). Figure 2 shows typical results
from a series of experiments in which such instrumented
capsules were inserted into various locations in three layers
of muscle tissue (each consisting of 1 cm thick slices from
fresh boneless beef briskets) plus synthetic skin (2.5 mm
thick Plastazote from Vittoria Phoenix), simulating typical
clinical placements. Aluminum impactors with masses of 0.5
or 1 kg and hemispherical heads with radii of 12.5 or 25 mm
were dropped from various heights onto the stack, which
rested on a calibrated load cell for measurement. The peak
bending forces recorded by the strain gauges on the glass
capsules are indicated next to the dots that indicate the loca-
tion of the capsules in the stack (oriented with their long axis
perpendicular to the plane of illustration). The data illustrated
bracket the range of impacts from mild (1.77 Joules energy
absorption; Fig. 2(B)) to severe (14.13 J, Fig. 2(A), typical
for a fatal impact). All results fell into a similar range of val-
ues regardless of impact parameters, with an idiosyncratic
spatial distribution that never exceeded 30% of the capsule’s
breaking strength (maximal recorded force was 5.5 N).

Generally, higher velocity impacts produced higher force
distributions, consistent with a strain wave passing through
the muscle. Comparison of the temporal waveforms of bend-
ing strain vs. load cell recordings revealed that the peak bend-
ing load occurred at the very beginning of the decelerating
force, suggesting that it was associated with the mechanical

disruption of the muscle tissue itself. This was confirmed by
noting the virtual liquification of the muscle under the impact
site and around the implants for high velocity impacts. Once
the muscle tissue lost mechanical integrity, further energy
absorption occurred through compression and displacement
of the liquified tissue, presumably resulting in a compression
but not a bending load on the capsules. No capsules broke
during any impact tests.

Clinical experience

A major objective of pilot investigational studies is to iden-
tify design weaknesses and eliminate them before the final
product is validated in a larger pivotal trial. After having
implanted a total of 80 BIONs in 35 participants in five dif-
ferent clinical trials since 1999 (Dupont Salter et al., 2004;
Loeb et al., 2006), we discovered that four unresponsive im-
plants were visibly broken on X-ray (Fig. 1(A) and (B)). The
participants denied trauma and had experienced no symp-
toms other than loss of function, which had originally been
attributed to electrical malfunction. While this is not tech-
nically an adverse event by conventional regulatory criteria,
we voluntarily suspended all clinical trials and began a sys-
tematic failure analysis. One common factor was that these
failures all occurred in participants with relatively deep in-
sertions of BIONs that were oriented more perpendicular
than parallel to the muscle fascicles and in muscles that had
been substantially strengthened as a result of aggressive and
prolonged stimulation programs.

Two of the four failures occurred in adjacent BIONs in
one patient after several months of regular tetanic stimulation
to reverse flexion contractures of the hand (Fig. 1(A) and
(B)). Both had been inserted in the same orientation, with
the tantalum electrode (effective cathode for stimulation)
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located deep in the interosseous membrane to target nerves
to the extensor muscles of the forearm. Comparison with the
X-rays following implantation revealed that all components
were still in the approximate original location but the capsule
of one of the broken implants tended to flip its orientation as
these extensor muscles were stretched by flexing the wrist
(curved arrow in Fig. 1(B)). Close examination of the Ta
electrodes themselves in various X-ray views revealed that
the Ta stems appeared to be slightly bent.

Failure analysis

We hypothesized that the failures of the clinical implants had
occurred as a result of repeated bending stress applied by the
contracting muscle to the exposed 0.5 mm long segment of
the Ta stem, a ductile drawn wire 0.25 mm in diameter that
is sealed into the relatively large glass capsule at one end
and the Ta electrode at the other. In a set of 9 BION devices,
lateral forces were applied to the middle of the Ta electrode
while the capsule was rigidly clamped and the stem was
observed under a microscope. The force range required to
attain a 2◦ deflection (from which it recovered visibly) was
0.75–0.85 N. The force required to attain a 4◦ deflection (the
maximal deflection from which elastic recovery appeared to
be complete) ranged over 0.9–1.2 N.

A repetitive bending fixture was designed that could be set
to apply calibrated bending angles in one or both directions.
A large number of devices were subjected to various bending
patterns of 2–10◦ until failures occurred. Repeated bends
in one direction tended to cause stress fractures of the Ta
stem itself, either near the Ta electrode end (typically around
30,000 cycles for 2◦ bends) or near the glass seal (typically
around 500 cycles for 5◦ bends). In order to better simulate
the likely forces that a contracting muscle might apply to a
BION (see below), we added a lateral shear force of 1.0 N
to a bending motion of 7◦. Under these conditions, cracks
appeared in the glass bead at around 30 cycles (Fig. 1(E))
and propagated until the glass capsule broke at about 100
cycles. Lesser amounts of bend in the presence of this shear
force produced similar fracture patterns in the glass bead at
higher numbers of cycles.

We used a polariscope (ASTM C978-87) to measure pho-
toelastic stress in the glass while dynamically bending the
Ta stem (Fig. 1(D)). At the point where the Ta stem emerged
from the glass bead on the compression side of the bend,
a corresponding dynamic peak of stress was observed that
was computed to be 70 MPa. During the development of the
glass sealing process, we had extensive experience with the
effects of residual stress in glass causing formation and prop-
agation of cracks, particularly in an aqueous environment.
Levels of stress in the glass greater than 20 MPa have been
reliably associated with eventual capsule failure; our process

verification testing specifies a limit of 14 MPa as measured
photoelastically.

The failure modes observed in vitro appear to relate to
the clinical history and X-ray observations if the repetitively
contracting muscle is able to apply sufficient bending and
shear forces (see below). It seems likely that bending of the
Ta stem produced plastic deformation of the ductile material,
resulting in a bulge and stress riser at the point where it
entered the glass bead in which it was sealed. The stresses
measured in the glass are sufficient to initiate and propagate
cracks in the glass bead to the point of gross disruption of
the package.

Repetitive load analysis

The original analysis of glass capsule strength was based
on the assumptions that the capsule would be most likely
to fail by axial bending and that this loading would arise
from external impacts conveyed to the capsule through the
muscle in which it was embedded. In this case, the forces
that can be applied to the capsule are limited by the ulti-
mate mechanical strength of maximally contracting muscle,
which is approximately 0.3 MPa (30 N/cm2) (Brown et al.,
1998; Lucas et al., 1987). Theoretical analysis and empiri-
cal measurement of forces applied to instrumented capsules
confirmed an adequate safety margin. The failure mode actu-
ally encountered clinically appears to arise from differential
shear-loading between the electrodes and the capsule. For a
device that is located entirely within a muscle as originally
intended, the shear loading from active muscle contraction
will be relatively small because muscle tissue cannot ex-
ert forces greater than 30 N/cm2 and the small size of the
electrodes affords little area for gripping to apply force.

We now appreciate that the implant could be located par-
tially outside the contracting muscle. The worst cases appears
to be if the leading electrode (which tends to be the tantalum
electrode, the effective cathode for stimulation) is pushed
through the muscle and becomes embedded in a connective
tissue membrane (e.g. interosseus membrane of the fore-
arm) that can move differentially with respect to the other
structures surrounding the rest of the implant (see Fig. 3).
The breaking strength of densely packed tendon is very high
(approximately 1500 MPa; Abrahams, 1967) but the tendon
cannot prevent rotation of the electrode within its collage-
nous structure or apply active force to the capsule. This force
must be applied by the adjacent muscle, which can then act
on the entire surface of the rest of the capsule to apply force
against the tantalum electrode that is trapped in the con-
nective tissue. The peak shear force would occur when the
implant in the muscle has rotated so that the contractile force
of the muscle is applied so as to translate the intramuscular
capsule perpendicular to its long axis. In this position, the
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Fig. 3 Worst case analysis. Various configurations of BION implants with respect to muscle and tendon analyzed for maximal loads that could
be applied by active muscle contraction (see text)

other tissues must oppose this translational force and bal-
ance any rotational forces in order to hold the capsule in
this perpendicular position. Note that if this distribution of
forces does not produce a net rotational moment of zero,
then the implant will simply rotate into a position where the
translational muscle contraction is applying a tensile rather
than a shear force across the implant (as demonstrated in
Fig. 1(A)–(B)).

Cases 1 and 2

The analysis below identifies the largest shear forces that can
be applied without requiring any force concentration on the
capsule to exceed the maximal contractile strength of muscle
(0.3 MPa). As a worst case analysis, it assumes that the dis-
tribution of contractile forces in the muscle is not constrained
by the usual assumption that all muscle fibers are pulling in
the same direction. Some of the clinical sites for BION im-
plantation include muscles with multipinnate architectures
whose force distributions cannot be reliably predicted, so
the analysis assumes only limiting tensile strength of muscle
tissue in any possible orientation. Case 1 considers a linear
distribution of muscle tensions acting on the capsule; Case 2
considers nonlinear distributions.

Case 3

It is unlikely but possible that the rotational stabilization of
the capsule is applied by another external tendon attached to
the Ir electrode rather than by the contracting muscle itself.
In this case, the contracting muscle could apply translational

force uniformly on the profile of the capsule up to its specific
active tension limit of 0.3 MPa. The entire implant is 2 mm
diameter and 15.5 mm long, with 2 mm of the length being
the Ta electrode and 1.5 mm being the Ir electrode. The
total translational force would be 7.2 N, evenly distributed
as shear at each end of the capsule, resulting in 3.6 N shear
between the Ta electrode and glass capsule.

Case 4

This depicts the unlikely condition where the implant strad-
dles three connective tissue planes, with the middle one
pulling opposite to the other two. This situation could arise
across compartments within a multipinnate muscle or if the
implant spans two or more muscles. Theoretically, there is
no limit to the amount of force that could be applied in such
a three-point bending configuration until the very high ten-
sile limit of tendon is reached. In practice, however, this is
a metastable equilibrium that could not be sustained during
a physiological contraction of muscle. The central band of
tendon bears on the glass capsule, which does not permit
connective tissue to adhere to it, as observed in preclinical
testing. If there is any imbalance of forces at all, the im-
plant will start to tilt and the central band will slide to one
side, increasing the imbalance of forces and accelerating the
tilt. Thus, the forces that could have caused shear stress in-
stead convert to tensile stress, to which the implant is highly
resistant. Furthermore, these tensile forces depend on adhe-
sion of the tendons to the relatively small electrodes whereas
bending forces are distributed across the entire implant as in
Cases 1–3.
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Case 1: Linear loading from one end
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Case 2: Exponential loading from one end
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It is possible for the muscle forces to balance the rotational

torque with distributions other than linear. Some of these
distributions can cause a larger net shear force F than the
linear distribution analyzed in Case 1. This is because the
forces applied further from the pivot point at the origin O
produce larger rotational torques. The crossover point l can
then shift further from the pivot point as illustrated above
schematically. The local specific force vectors shown by
the vertical arrows above are still limited by the maximal
specific tension of tetanically activated muscle. It is possible
to compute various hypothetical muscle force distributions
that comply with these constraints, but the net shear force is
always less than computed for Case 3, so these computations
have been omitted.

Case 3: Maximal loading between both ends

In Case 3, the situation may be represented theoretically
by a simply supported beam fixed at both ends with a uni-
formly distributed load. The electrode ends are assumed to
be held in connective tissue with the load acting on an ef-
fective length of the 12 mm glass capsule between them.
Considering a static loading condition, we can calculate the
maximum stress induced in the BION package.

BION

Uniformly Distributed Load
30N/cm2

-FA C
L

Connective
Tissue

-FB

P = 0.3 MPa, (30 N/cm2) maximal muscle force capacity
Total load F = P∗ (Effective surface area) = 0.30 ×
(2 × 12 mm) = 7.2 N total = 734 g wt.
FA = FB = 3.6 N at each electrode.

This force can be expressed in terms of force per unit
length, which is W = 7.2 N/12 mm = 0.6 N/mm. For equilib-
rium condition, the sum of all forces in the vertical direction
would be zero, requiring reaction forces of 3.6 N applied at
each electrode.

Maximum bending moment taking moments about C:

MC = −(3.6 × 6) + (0.6 × 12 × 3/2) = −10.8 Nmm

For a beam with tubular cross-section fixed at both ends,
maximal stress induced is given by

Smax = Mmax y/I

where M is the bending moment, I is the moment of inertia
of the cross section, and y is the distance of the outermost
fiber for the neutral access.
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Z = I/y where Z is called the section modulus. For a
tubular cross-section

Z = (π/32d0) × (
d4

0 − d4
1

)

= (3.14/32 × 2) × (24 − 1.8254)

= 0.2408Smax = 44.85 MPa

The maximal stress induced in the BION package under a
uniform static load of 0.3 MPa is about 45 MPa.

Design change and validation

Requirement

Device must withstand maximal repetitive stress delivered
by active muscles for the duration of device use without
compromise of other electrochemical and biocompatibility
requirements.

Specification

Devices must be able to sustain shear forces of 3.6 N at each
end of the glass capsule, for more than 121,000 cycles.

Justification of repetitive loading requirement

The theoretical analysis above indicates that the worst case
shear force could be as high as 3.6 N at each end of the
capsule (Case 3). In the configuration above, half of the ap-
plied force appears as shear force at each end of the capsule.
Thus, the repetitive stress test should be set at a peak force
of ≥ 7.2 N = 734 g to simulate worst case loading by active
muscle contraction. The rate of rise and fall of active mus-
cle contraction is relatively slow ( ∼ 0.1 s). This suggests a
sinusoidal loading pattern such as can be obtained from an
eccentric cam with a 1 s cycle time, acting through a com-
pression spring whose length change is calibrated to produce
the desired force.

The required number of cycles is based on the standard
usage of these devices in the most rigorous application for the
longest duration of the clinical trials. This is calculated based
on average use cycle in a clinical trial, assuming that each cy-
cle represents a maximal tetanic contraction of the muscle in
which the BION implant is embedded. The fastest repetitive
exercise program feasible for a patient would be 5 s/cycle
(e.g. 2 s contraction + 3 s rest): 12 cycle/min × 120 min.
exercise/day equals 1440 cycle/day. A typical program runs
for 12 weeks, so 1440 cycles/day × 84 days = 120,960
cycles. Using a 60 rpm motor to apply load cycles continu-
ously, it takes about 34 h for each sample to reach 121,000
cycles. In fact, most patients continue to use their implants

indefinitely and we desire to qualify this technology for many
different long-term applications.

Remediation options

Based on the Failure Analysis (above), the mitigation strat-
egy was to strengthen the mechanical linkage between the
glass capsule and the sintered tantalum electrode. Three op-
tions were considered for further investigation:

Option 1: Reduce the length of the exposed Ta-electrode
(reducing the moment arm for applied torque) and increase
the O.D. of the Ta stem wire to make it stiffer. The prior
analysis suggests that the stem would have to be strengthened
by at least a factor of four, which would require at least
doubling the stem to 0.5 mm from its present 0.25 mm O.D.
Prior experience suggests that this would require substantial
redevelopment and validation of the glass seal to the stem,
which becomes more difficult to achieve without excessive
stress in the glass from the difference in shrinkage between
the glass and tantalum as it cools.

Option 2: Eliminate the neck formed by the exposed Ta stem
by inserting a collar. Initial experiments with an epoxy filler
suggested that it would be difficult to find a stiff enough
material to prevent bending of the Ta stem. Also, this would
introduce a new material into the exterior surface of the
implant, requiring a repeat of the biocompatibility testing.

Option 3: Eliminate the gap between the glass bead and
the Ta electrode by melting the glass onto the sintered Ta
surface. Initial experiments indicated that this could not be
accomplished using the existing process in which the glass
bead was melted against the stem by heating the assembly
with a CO2 laser while it rotated in a curtain gas of argon to
prevent oxidation. The sintered Ta electrode holds too much
air in its pores, so it oxidizes when the molten glass comes
into contact with it. To solve this problem, we switched to
a batch process in which glass beads are melted against the
stem and back surface of the Ta electrodes in a vacuum
furnace (Fig. 4(A)). The profile of these seals is controlled
by machined carbon fixturing.

Revised package design and analysis

The design and material properties of the revised package are
described in Fig. 4(B) and Table 1. These were used to create
a finite element analysis (FEA) in ANSYS to simulate peak
static loading in the three-point bending test (Fig. 5(A)).
A simulated transverse load of 7.2 N was applied to the
mid-region of the capsule using a compliant spring loaded
plunger (surface area of approximately 6.8 mm2), creating a
pressure of 0.3 MPa acting on the effective surface area of
the glass capsule. The highest stresses in the glass capsule
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Fig. 4 Revised package design.
(A) Glass bead fused to Ta
electrode and stem in vacuum
furnace. (B) Revised BION
implant package produced using
this electrode subassembly

Fig. 5 Test methods for revised package. (A) Finite element analysis
of revised BION implant package subjected to distributed lateral forces
on the glass capsule while supported at both electrodes; peak stress

values (MPa) indicated in balloon labels. (B) Schematic diagram of
repetitive loading apparatus used in validation testing

occurred in the region area where the pressure was applied
(compression peak 16.65 MPa and tension peak 13.35 MPa).
Peak stresses in the glass beads were all ≤ 4 MPa. The only
other significant stresses were in the Ta tube (19.86 MPa)
and the Ir electrode itself, but these are all well below the
strength limits of these metals (elastic rigidity modulus for
Ta = 69 GPa; Ir = 210 GPa).

Revised package verification tests

The key requirements and test results are summarized in
Table 2 and discussed in more detail below.

Repetitive loading in vitro

The test apparatus illustrated in Fig. 5(B) was designed to
apply shear stress to the electrode-package junctions (simi-
lar to the FEA in Fig. 5(A)) rather than bending force across
the glass capsule. The electrodes are supported on compli-
ant anvils at each end of the capsule, where they are free
to rotate as they would in soft tissue in the body. Thus, the
distribution of force applied to the glass capsule does not
matter, as long as the center of pressure is near the center of
the capsule, as illustrated. The package is kept immersed in
isotonic saline at 37◦C to simulate in vivo conditions. A set
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Table 1 Dimensions and material properties for finite element anal-
ysis

Capsule dimensions:
Length = 12 mm
OD = 2 mm
ID = 1.825 mm
Ta stem OD = 0.25 mm
Ta tube OD = 0.5 mm
Ta tube ID = 0.25 mm

Glass properties:
Material: N51A Borosilicate (Kimble Glass)
Young’s modulus = 72 GPa
Poisson’s ratio = 0.17
Density = 2.3 g cm−3

Ultimate tensile strength = Yield strength = 50 MPa
Coefficient of thermal expansion = 5.5 × 10−6/◦C

Tantalum properties:
Young’s modulus = 186 GPa
Poisson’s ratio = 0.23
Density = 16.6 g cm−3

Coefficient of thermal expansion = 6.3 × 10−6/◦C

Table 2 Summary of critical requirements and test results

Property Required Obtained

Breaking strength > 7.2 N 18 N
Repetitive stress > 7.2 N × 121,000

cycles
> 8 N × 180,000
cycles ( > 5,000,000
cycles to date)

Photoelastic stress < 14 Mpa < 14 Mpa
Leakage current < 2 µA @

+ 14 VDC
< 1 µA @
+ 17 VDC

of 10 test packages were subjected to at least 180,000 cycles
of loading at 8 N peak force with no failures. Randomly se-
lected samples subjected to prolonged testing have exceeded
5,000,000 cycles as of this writing with no failures.

Residual stress

Photoelastic stress. Polariscope images similar to those
shown in Fig. 1(D) were used to estimate the stress in various
portions of the glass bead after melting to the Ta electrode and
after incorporation of the bead into the complete glass pack-
age (per ASTM C978-87). All stresses were substantially
below 14 MPa, an empirically safe range for glass-to-metal
seals using borosilicate glass (personal communication from
Henry Hagy, consultant, formerly with Corning Glass). This
limit is consistent with our prior experience performing ac-
celerated life-testing of various seals in the BIONs.

High pressure bomb. The brittle glass is also vulnerable to
crack initiation and propagation from microdefects such as
scratches and stress risers that might not be visible in hidden
regions such as where the glass is sealed to the sintered Ta

electrode. Prior experience demonstrated that such defects
tend to propagate rapidly to complete failure when seals are
pressurized in water at 10 MPa ( ∼ 100 atm). Therefore, all
completed BION implants are tested for at least one hour
under these conditions and inspected afterward for visible
cracks and moisture by condensation when chilled by an
alcohol spray. No failures occurred in 15 revised packages
subjected to this high pressure bomb test for 13 h.

Accelerated life test. Samples of BION implants are rou-
tinely subjected to accelerated life-testing to determine their
ultimate working life. They are operated continuously at their
maximal rated output (10 mA × 512 µs pulses @ 50 pps)
while soaking in physiological saline and cycling between
37◦C (normal body temperature) for 2 h and 87◦C for 10 h.
This provides a mean thermal acceleration factor of approx-
imately 24 (assuming Arrhenius factor of 2 per 10◦C) plus
the added stress of two thermal cycles per day and at least
a factor of 100 in delivered stimulus charge. For process
validation, no failures are allowed in a batch of 10 devices
tested for at least 14 d. Sample devices are routinely tested
indefinitely.

Mechanical strength

In addition to the repetitive stress testing described above,
the ultimate breaking strength of the revised package design
was determined for various loading patterns. (Note that the
glass capillary material used for the original impact testing
illustrated in Fig. 2 had a wall thickness of 0.1375 mm, which
was increased to 0.175 mm for the revised package described
throughout this report.)

Crush. Lateral force was applied across the middle of the
glass capillary section of five sealed packages until the glass
walls collapsed at a mean load of 72 N.

Bend. The force applied in the three point bending test de-
scribed above (package supported by its electrodes) was in-
creased until the package failed at a mean load of 18 N
(N = 5). When the package was supported at the glass beads,
it failed at a mean load of 59 N (N = 5).

Shear. The strength of each electrode feedthrough was tested
separately by subjecting it to shear until fracture. The Ta
electrode seal failed at 11.5 N (N = 10); the Ir electrode seal
(to the Ta tube) failed at 8.6 N (N = 10).

Anodization

The sintered Ta electrode must be anodized to + 68 VDC to
form a low-leakage electrolytic capacitor with respect to the
body fluids, which stores charge for the stimulation pulses
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at the regulated compliance voltage ( + 14 VDC) produced
by the implants when powered (Loeb et al., 1991). Any con-
tamination of the Ta surface can interfere with this process,
producing leakage current above the 2 µA value deemed
acceptable based on published experience with bone growth
stimulators (Becker et al., 1977; Kane, 1988). Initial experi-
mentation indicated that the Ta surface was prone to forma-
tion of oxides, nitrides and carbides in the vacuum sealing
furnace, so the electrode is etched briefly in a mixture of
nitric and hydrofluoric acid (25:2) before anodizing in 1%
phosphoric acid. All 10 validation samples had leakage cur-
rents below 1 µA at + 17 VDC.

General conclusions

The revised design and validation data were submitted and
approved for investigational device exemption by the US
Food and Drug Administration, permitting the various clini-
cal trials to resume patient implantation. As of this writing,
none of the failed implants has resulted in any symptoms in
the three affected patients. This is consistent with relatively
benign histological analysis of muscles in cats chronically
implanted with broken fragments of BION devices during
preclinical testing (Cameron et al., 1998).

The BION implants described in this report are repre-
sentative of a new class of monolithic medical devices that
stimulate motor axons and produce active muscle contrac-
tion. Implantation by injection rather than open surgery
makes their precise orientation with respect to muscle fibers
and tendons somewhat uncertain. Their small size and
rigid, leadless design tend to maximize biocompatibility
and robustness for long term use. The hermetic capsule,
capacitor electrode materials and RF power transmission are
all designed to function indefinitely. The intent of the therapy
is to strengthen atrophic muscles, but this has the effect of
increasing the amount of force that the muscle can apply to
a rigid implant. These conditions of use can conspire to pro-
duce unanticipated stresses on the implants. Factors involved
in the failure mechanism described here appear to include a
location straddling connective tissue planes in muscles sub-
jected to intensive exercise over long periods of time. Similar
mechanisms have been implicated in stress fatigue failures of
flexible wire electrodes injected percutaneously into muscles
to stimulate active contractions (Memberg et al., 1993).

The mechanical analysis described here was intended to
identify the worst-case conditions of use. The analysis can be
scaled to rigid devices with different dimensions but similar
shapes in order to determine appropriate test conditions. The

successful elimination of the failure mode reported here is a
step toward the development of a system of implanted neu-
romuscular interfaces that can be used to produce long-term
functional reanimation of paralyzed limbs (Loeb et al., 2001).
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